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‘Treatment’:
Terms and Concepts
• ‘All the processes of looking after a place so as to retain its
cultural significance’ (‘Conservation’, Burra Charter 2013)
• Physical intervention levels: Maintenance, repair, consolidation,
conservation, restoration, rehabilitation, adaptive reuse,
reconstruction, etc
• Social/ communication/ support activities: Presentation and
interpretation, visitor management, cultural programming, public
outreach, reuse, security measures
• Urban conservation/ revitalization/ regeneration/ renewal, buffer
zones, zoning, silhouette analysis..
• Technological advances, e.g. in documentation, non-destructive
surveying, virtual/digital representation, new media
• Site Management: stakeholder communication, collaboration
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The Valletta Principles
for the Safeguarding and Management of Historic Cities,
Towns and Urban Areas (2011)

CIVVIH recognized that
• Humanity faces today a number of
changes, concerning particularly
the habitat in general, and the
towns and urban areas in particular.
• Furthermore, was accepted that
main modifications consist in a
greater awareness of intangible
values, socio-economic factors,
environmental factors as well as the
issue of historical heritage on a
territorial level and not only on an
urban ensemble scale.
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CIVVIH SCIENTIFIC SYMPOSIA ON SUSTAINABILITY
• “The historic city, a reference model for
urban sustainable development policies”,
Valletta Malta, 7-11 April 2010
• “The role of the integrated conservation
of cultural heritage for a creative, resilient
and sustainable city”, Naples Italy, 3-5
September 2012
• “Retaining Authenticity in Historic Cities
and Urban Areas”, Budapest/Visegrad
Hungary, 20- 22 September 2013

New conditions are transforming cities and the
world urban landscapes
• Mass population movements between different areas and
mostly directed towards larger cities.
• The demand to respect the unique character of every country
and of every special region is now mature and global
• The demand for cultural completion through our differences
is now a ripe request.

http://www.un.org/en/development/desa/population/migration/events/ga/2016/addressrefugeesmigrantssummit.html

Historic cities must be inclusive

http://www.emiratesgroupcareers.com/english/about/cultural_
diversity.aspx

http://sdg.iisd.org/news/un-launches-guidelines-for-eco-efficient-andsocially-inclusive-cities/?rdr=sd.iisd.org

• guarantee the quality of life
• ensure the cohesion of society
• respect to traditions, values and particularities for all their
population groups

Historic cities and urban areas can contribute
to the progress of mankind

•
•
•
•

reorganize the urban productive base
quality of public space
cultural and social identity of local societies
large-scale cultural works, on the return of
creativity

Historic cities and urban areas must regain the
symbolisms represented by their diachronic spiritual
and cultural heritage

http://news.bbc.co.uk/local/leicester/hi/people_
and_places/arts_and_culture/newsid_8884000/8884968.stm

Tourism

Gökçe, C., 2017, ‘Capacity Development for Sustainable Community-Based Tourism Program, Turkey
(Presentation at ICOMOS Coordination Meeting on the SDGs), https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8CiOnDrcVMa3VfemJUOXFxTW8

Tourism

(Gökçe 2017)

Tourism as Controversy
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Labeling sites as ‘sights’. Moving target.
Tourists desire both ‘carnival’ and ‘authentic’ experience.
Construction of ‘heritage’/ attractions/ themes, using popular
mythology. Historic areas have great advantage. ‘Place luck’.
Regeneration initiatives. Tourist bubbles in decayed urban areas.
‘Tourist gaze’. Photography, visual power, ownership. More relaxed
purchasing behavior. Souvenirs, prolonging/reliving pleasure
‘Tourism pollution’. Relationship between tourists and cities,
between ‘visitor’ and ‘visited’. Socio-economic differences.
Cities vary in capacity to absorb tourists. But effect of tourism in
cities is instantly recognizable.
The more effort to reinvent cities as ‘unique destinations’, the more
alike they seem..
Growth of eco-tourism and individualized vacations, vs. pressure of
handling large numbers efficiently
Tourist locales still have real people living, retain a subjectivity that
cannot be reduced to the tourist gaze.

Fainstein, S.S. & Judd, D.R., 1999, ‘Global Forces, Local Strategies and Urban
Tourism’, in Judd, D.R. & Fainstein, S.S. (eds.), The Tourist City, Yale University,
pp.1-17

How should we evaluate the
effects of tourism on local
populations?
Does tourism maintain or
undermine local culture?

Sustainable Tourism

“Tourism can capture the economic characteristics of the heritage and harness these for conservation by
generating funding, educating the community and influencing policy. It is an essential part of many national
and regional economies and can be an important factor in development, when managed successfully. A
primary objective for managing heritage is to communicate its significance and need for its conservation
to its host community and to visitors.”
Principles
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Conservation should provide responsible and well managed opportunities for members of the host community and
visitors to experience and understand that community's heritage and culture at first hand
Relationship between Heritage Places and Tourism is dynamic and may involve conflicting values. It should be
managed in a sustainable way for present and future generations.
Conservation and Tourism Planning for Heritage Places should ensure that the Visitor Experience will be worthwhile,
satisfying and enjoyable
Host communities and indigenous peoples should be involved in planning for conservation and tourism.
Tourism and conservation activities should benefit the host community.
Tourism promotion programmes should protect and enhance Natural and Cultural Heritage characteristics

A Case Study: Eyüp, Turkey
Management plan (2015); managing pilgrimage traffic; upgrading district’s image; addressing
underrated multiplicity of historic layers/values; threat of transportation policies
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